The Estrada index of a graph G is defined as EE(G) = n i=1 e λ i , where λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ n are the eigenvalues of its adjacency matrix. We determine the unique tree with maximum Estrada index among the set of trees with given number of pendant vertices. As applications, we determine trees with maximum Estrada index among the set of trees with given matching number, independence number, and domination number, respectively. Finally, we give a proof of a conjecture in [J. Li, X. Li, L. Wang, The minimal Estrada index of trees with two maximum degree vertices, MATCH Commun. Math. Comput. Chem. 64 (2010) 799-810] on trees with minimum Estrada index among the set of trees with two adjacent vertices of maximum degree.
Introduction
Let G be a simple graph with vertex set V (G). The eigenvalues of G are the eigenvalues of its adjacency matrix A(G), denoted by λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ n , where n = |V(G)|, see [2] . The Estrada index of a graph G is defined as [5] 
The Estrada index has been successfully employed to quantify the degree of folding of long-chain molecules, especially proteins [5] [6] [7] , and to measure the centrality of complex (reaction, metabolic, communication, social, etc.) networks [8, 9] . There is also a connection between the Estrada index and the extended atomic branching of molecules [10] . Until now lots of properties of the Estrada index have been established. Various bounds for the Estrada index can be found in [3, 11, 12, 15, [17] [18] [19] . See [4, 13, 14, 16] for more results. We know that the star S n is the unique n-vertex tree with maximum Estrada index [4, 11, 19] , and the path P n is the unique n-vertex tree with minimum Estrada index [4] . Ilić and Stevanović [15] determined the unique tree with minimum Estrada index among the set of trees with given maximum degree. Zhang et al. [17] determined the unique tree with maximum Estrada indices among the set of trees with given matching number. Li et al. [16] determined the unique tree with minimum Estrada index among the set of trees with exactly two vertices of maximum degree, and they also proposed the following conjecture. Conjecture 1.1 [16] . Among the set of n-vertex trees with two adjacent vertices of maximum degree , where n ≥ 2 + 1 ≥ 7, the tree obtained by adding an edge between the centers of two stars S , and attaching a path on n − 2 vertices (at an end vertex) to a pendant vertex is the unique tree with minimum Estrada index.
In this paper, we determine the unique tree with maximum Estrada index among the set of trees with given number of pendant vertices (vertices of degree one). As applications, we determine trees with maximum Estrada index among the set of trees with given matching number, independence number, and domination number, respectively. Finally, we give a proof of Conjecture 1.1.
Preliminaries
Denote by M k (G) the kth spectral moment of the graph
is equal to the number of closed walks of length k in G [2] . Then
In particular, if G is a bipartite graph, then M 2k+1 (G) = 0 for k ≥ 0, and thus
for all positive integers k, then we write
and there is at least one positive integer k 0 such that
We give some lemmas that will be used later. 
Lemma 2.2 [15]. Let w be a vertex of the nontrivial connected graph G. For non-negative integers p and q, let G p,q be the graph obtained from G by attaching two paths, respectively, on p vertices and q vertices to
w. If p ≥ q ≥ 1, then EE(G p,q ) > EE(G p+1,q−1 ). For two vertices u, v of a graph G, let W k (G; u, [v]) be the set of (u, u)-walks of length k containing v in G. Let M k (G; u, [v]) = |W k (G; u, [v])|.
Estrada index of trees with given parameters
A pendant path at a vertex v of a graph G is a path in G connecting vertex v and a pendant vertex such that all internal vertices (if exist) in this path have degree two and the degree of v is at least three.
Let d G (u, v) be the distance between vertices u and v in the connected graph G. For an edge uv of the edge set of the graph G, G − uv denotes the graph obtained from G by deleting the edge uv, and for an edge uv of the edge set of the complement of G, G + uv denotes the graph obtained from G by adding the edge uv. 
S)} and S is not a path with an end vertex u, then EE(G) < EE(G 1 ).
Proof. Let H be the graph obtained from G by deleting the vertices of Q . Let P be the path from v to w in G. Let k be any positive integer. 
Then (H; u) (H; v). Now the result follows from Lemma 2.1. Let T(n, p) be the set of trees with n vertices and p pendant vertices, where 2 ≤ p ≤ n − Proof. The cases p = 2, n − 1 are trivial. Suppose that 3 ≤ p ≤ n − 2.
Let G be a tree in T(n, p) with maximum Estrada index. Let V 1 (G) be the set of vertices of G with degree at least three. Let P be a pendant path with minimum length in G at a vertex v in V 1 (G), and w be the pendant vertex of G in P. 
, v is the unique vertex in G with degree at least three. If G ∼ = T n,p , then by Lemma 2.2, we have EE(G) < EE(T n,p ), a contradiction. It follows that G ∼ = T n,p .
Lemma 3.2. For 2 ≤ p ≤ n − 2, EE(T n,p ) < EE(T n,p+1 ).

Proof. Let u be the pendant vertex of a longest pendant path in T n,p . Let v be the neighbor of u and w the neighbor of v different from u in T n,p . By Lemma 2.2, EE(T n,p ) < EE(T n,p − uv + uw). Note that there are p + 1 pendant vertices in T n,p − uv + uw. By Theorem 3.1, EE(T n,p − uv + uw) ≤ EE(T n,p+1 ).
The result follows easily.
A matching M of the graph G is an edge subset of G such that no two edges in M share a common vertex. The matching number of G is the maximum cardinality of a matching of G.
For 2 ≤ r ≤ n/2 , let T n,r be the tree obtained by attaching r − 1 paths on two vertices to the center of the star S n−2r+2 . The following result has been given in [17] . Now we give a different proof.
Corollary 3.1 [17] . Let G be a tree with n vertices and matching number m, where 
2, EE(G) ≤ EE(T n,p ) < · · · < EE(T n,n−m ) = EE(T n,m ). The result follows.
An independent set is a vertex subset in which no pair is adjacent. The independence number of a graph G, denoted by α(G), is the maximum cardinality of an independent set of G. It is well-known that in any bipartite graph G, the sum of the independence number of G and the matching number of G is equal to the number of vertices of G, see [1] . From Corollary 3.1, we have 
The result follows.
Estrada index of trees with two adjacent vertices of maximum degree
For integer r ≥ 
Since p > q ≥ 1, Q is a proper subgraph of P, and then (P; u 1 ) (Q ; v 1 ). Thus 
For integer r ≥ 1, let G r;p,q be the tree obtained from a path P 2 = uv by attaching r pendant vertices and a path on p vertices to u, and attaching r pendant vertices and a path on q vertices to v, where Let D n, be the tree obtained by adding an edge between the centers of two vertex-disjoint stars S , and attaching a path on n − 2 vertices to a pendant vertex, where n ≥ 2 + 1 ≥ 7. This proves Conjecture 1.1.
Concluding remark
It remains an open problem to determine the tree(s) with minimum Estrada index among the set of trees with given parameters such as number of pendant vertices or matching number.
